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Abstract: Two letters, one v-mail, and one postcard written by Raymond Joseph Briese. All documents are originals.
Preferred Citation note
[Item title / description; Box "n" / Folder "n"], Raymond Joseph Briese World War Two Correspondence (2014.136.w.r), Frank Mt. Pleasant Library of Special Collections and Archives, Chapman University, CA.
Conditions Governing Use note
There are no restrictions on the use of this material except where previously copyrighted material is concerned. It is the responsibility of the researcher to obtain all permissions.
Conditions Governing Access note
This collection is open for research.
Arrangement note
This collection is housed in one folder with all materials arranged in chronological order.
Scope and Contents note
This collection contains three correspondence and one postcard written by Raymond Joseph Briese to his sister and family. These correspondence are originals. Briese was in Company B-318th Infantry. The postcard was sent from Camp Phillips, Kansas, and three letters were sent from a hospital in England after being injured and sent there.
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Gift of Teresa Keller
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